FRADE, TRAVEL AND TOURISM

MOTION

As the fifth busiest airport in the world, the Los Angeles International Airport (LAX) is a major
economic driver for our region, acting as a transportation and freight cargo hub to the world. While all of this
activity supports strong economic output and creates thousands of careers for Angelenos, it also generates
thousands of vehicle trips requiring acres of parking spaces for LAX employees.
In the years ahead, Los Angeles World Airports (LAWA), will transform the way passengers and
employees access LAX. By 2023, the Landside Access Modernization Program (LAMP) will feature a
dedicated train connection to the forthcoming Crenshaw/LAX Line and regional bus comiections, an Intermodal
Transportation Facility for better handling car drop-offs, and a Consolidated Rental Car facility. These
investments will go a long way to help improve travelers' experience and reduce the impacts LAX has on
adjacent communities, including Westchester and Playa Del Rey.
With so much new infrastructure under construction, it is time to develop enhanced commuter benefit
programs to encourage employees to take advantage of these new options. Currently, LAWA operates a
rideshare program serving over 700 participants. With over 50,000 jobs located in and around the airport, most
of which are not directly employed by LAWA, the airport needs a holistic approach to mobility management
that reaches employees, tenants, contractors, and nearby employers.
A Transportation Management Organization (TMO) is a potential solution to the transportation needs in
the area surrounding and including the airport. A TMO is an association formed to identify transportation
management and transit options in a specific region and develop policies and programs to encourage alternative
forms of transportation, such as public transit, carpooling, vanpooling, bicycling, and walking. A TMO serving
all of the employers involved in the operation and management of the airport, including all major airlines,
airline support companies (catering, baggage handling, mechanical support), freight operators, food service and
terminal workers, as well as LAWA management, administrative staff, public safety personnel, and contractors,
could have significant traffic reduction and air quality benefits. As part of the LAMP Program, LAWA has
committed to developing a TMO to help achieve trip reductions at LAX.
I THEREFORE MOVE that Los Angeles World Airports be requested to report within 90 days on the
strategy to develop the LAX Transportation Management Organization serving all employers and employees
engaged in the operations, management, and construction at the airport.
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